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ABSTRACT

monitoring, and more. The state-of-the-art approach for
visual recognition is to use deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [24, 40]. However, deep CNNs are computeintensive and have high inference latency, e.g., the popular
Mask-RCNN [26] takes 1s for just five frames. Thus, enabling efficient visual recognition queries over video streams
is a pressing data systems challenge.
Several recent lines of work in the multimedia, database,
and systems communities aim to build more efficient systems for real-time video querying [66, 34, 62, 27, 33]. A
common theme is to reduce CNN inference latency with
cheaper models with smaller prediction vocabularies and using “cascades” of classifiers. But from conversations with
video monitoring application users across domains such as
surveillance and species monitoring, we find a pressing gap
in the existing landscape of systems: unbounded vocabulary.

Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) achieve stateof-the-art accuracy for many computer vision tasks. But using them for video monitoring applications incurs high computational cost and inference latency. Thus, recent works
have studied how to improve system efficiency. But they
largely focus on small “closed world” prediction vocabularies even though many applications in surveillance security,
traffic analytics, etc. have an ever-growing set of target entities. We call this the “unbounded vocabulary” issue, and
it is a key bottleneck for emerging video monitoring applications. We present the first data system for tacking this
issue for video querying, Panorama. Our design philosophy
is to build a unified and domain-agnostic system that lets
application users generalize to unbounded vocabularies in an
out-of-the-box manner without tedious manual re-training.
To this end, we synthesize and innovate upon an array of
techniques from the ML, vision, databases, and multimedia systems literature to devise a new system architecture.
We also present techniques to ensure Panorama has high
inference efficiency. Experiments with multiple real-world
datasets show that Panorama can achieve between 2x to 20x
higher efficiency than baseline approaches on in-vocabulary
queries, while still yielding comparable accuracy and also
generalizing well to unbounded vocabularies.

Problem: Unbounded Vocabulary. Almost all popular object recognition CNNs today handle only a finite
“closed world” vocabulary of known targets. This is a natural consequence of their training dataset, typically a benchmark dataset like ImageNet [53], Pascal VOC [18], or MS
COCO [43]. For instance, Pascal VOC has a tiny vocabulary of only 20 classes, e.g., “person,” “bird,” and “car.”
So, models trained on it only tell apart these 20 classes.
This may suffice for some applications that only need to tell
apart these classes (e.g., for self-driving cars), but for many
emerging video monitoring applications, the query requirements are more granular : “Who is this person?,” “What car
model is this?,” “What bird species is this?,” and so on. In
these applications, the target class set is not universally fixed
and finite but rather growing over time, sometimes rapidly.
For instance, the set of all people or all car models evolves.
We call such a prediction target with a fast-evolving set
of objects an unbounded vocabulary. Note the vocabulary
needs to be the sub-classes of a common class, sometimes
also known as “subclassing”.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Videos are a ubiquitous and growing fraction of real-world
data. For instance, YouTube alone gets 100s of Petabytes of
videos each year [9]. Thus, real-time video monitoring applications involving automatic recognition of objects in videos
are gaining importance in many domains, including surveillance security [1], crowd control [2], traffic analytics, species

Example. Consider a CNN trained to tell apart dog breeds.
Suppose its training dataset had a vocabulary of only three
popular breeds: Corgi, Labrador, and Poodle. What will it
output on an image of a rare dog breed, say, Azawakh? It
will output junk probabilities for Corgi, Labrador, and Poodle. Of course, this not an issue with the model but rather
its prediction vocabulary–a limited multi-class vocabulary
is too restrictive. One might ask: Why not get labeled data
for all possible classes? Apart from being impractical, such
an approach also assumes new dog breeds will not arise.
This is a fundamental issue for such applications: the pre-
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Figure 2: Example Panorama use-case (1): unbounded vocabulary recognition. Left: the frame
shows two out-of-vocabulary faces (identities unknown) and the model only labels them as faces.
Right: After the user freezes the video, clicks on
the bounding boxes and labels them with names,
Panorama can recognize these two objects in future
frames. The scores shown on the left frame are the
probabilities of being faces; on the right frame are
the distances from the faces to their nearest neighbor in the Known Objects set.
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Figure 1: High-level qualitative comparison of
existing vision stacks to Panorama’s system design philosophy. (A) Each domain has a bespoke
pipeline and a finite vocabulary. (B) Panorama enables unbounded vocabulary querying with a unified
domain-agnostic data system that is automatically
specialized for a given domain.

known object (or set of objects) appear in a video feed (or
an image database), e.g., a mall security officer checks a
video feed against an image roster of wanted criminals to
spot them in the crowd. Second is verification: tell if two
frames (or images) have the same object in them regardless
of whether the object is known, e.g., the officer compares an
old frame with the current video feed to see if anyone reappeared. Our system design philosophy, illustrated by Figure 1(B), is to devise a unified and domain-agnostic system
that can be automatically specialized for a given application.

diction vocabulary is effectively unbounded. This issue is
even starker for identifying faces in videos, e.g., for surveillance security, because it is impossible to get labels for all
possible faces beforehand; furthermore, the set of faces is
not bounded because new people will keep appearing.

Summary of Our Techniques. Panorama has three main
components as Figure 1(B) shows: a new unified CNN architecture we call PanoramaNet, an automated offline training
pipeline, and an online inference subsystem. PanoramaNet
is a careful synthesis of three techniques (Section 4.1): multitask learning from ML, embedding extraction from vision,
and short-circuiting of inference from data systems. It helps
meet desiderata (1) and (2). Our automated offline training
pipeline is a synthesis of deep supervision (Section 4.2) and
weak supervision (Section 4.3) ideas from ML. It helps meet
desideratum (2). Finally, our online inference subsystem features a novel short-circuiting configuration technique (Section 4.4) that enables a tunable accuracy-efficiency tradeoff
and a synthesis of nearest neighbor search from multimedia systems and query caching from databases to improve
efficiency (Section 4.5). It helps meet desideratum (3).

Limitations of Existing Landscape. We see two main
limitations. First, existing querying systems do not support unbounded vocabularies. Thus, their architectural assumptions and modeling choices need to be revisited. While
the ML community has studied learning schemes to support
new class labels, e.g., one-shot and zero-shot learning [39,
37], using them requires tedious manual intervention to retrain the model and provide metadata and/or more labels.
This needs ML expertise, but video monitoring applications
typically have only non-technical domain users in the loop
of a deployed system (e.g., mall security). Second, making
existing CNN-based stacks support unbounded vocabularies is not practical because they are often too applicationspecific and may involve bespoke pipelines, as illustrated by
Figure 1(A). Such an ad hoc per-domain approach will duplicate the efforts of building, testing, and maintaining this
capability across domains. Overall, the lack of support for
unbounded vocabularies in a unified domain-agnostic data
system is a bottleneck for emerging video applications.

Example Use-Cases. We present two example use-cases
to highlight Panorama’s functionalities. Section 3 presents
the full query API of Panorama and a usage example. Note
the user interface is application-specific and orthogonal to
our work, here we only show some possibilities of custombuilt interfaces.

System Desiderata.We have three related desiderata for
a practical data system to support unbounded vocabulary
queries over video. (1) Generalizing to new classes in the
domain’s vocabulary in an automatic manner without manual ML re-training. (2) Being unified and domain-agnostic
to enable existing applications to adopt it without expensive manual customization. (3) Being resource-efficient and
ideally real-time.

(1) Unbounded vocabulary recognition. Figure 2 shows,
say, a journalist spotting people in a news video feed. The
vocabulary did not have Donald Trump or Kim Jong-Un
to start with. Our system constantly detects faces and extracts embeddings from them. In this case, the journalist
can select the bounding boxes and type in names for these
two faces and their corresponding embeddings, respectively.
Once it is done, these named embeddings are added into the
known objects which serves as the vocabulary. From then
on Panorama can recognize Donald Trump or Kim JongUn. This entire process happens on-the-fly and without any
re-training of the CNN.

Our Proposed System. We present Panorama, the first
information system architecture for unbounded vocabulary
queries over video. It supports two kinds of queries popular in video monitoring. First is recognition: identify which
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Panorama on multiple real-world videos. Overall, it offers between 2x and 20x higher throughput with competitive accuracy for in-vocabulary queries, while also
generalizing well to out-of-vocabulary queries.

2. SETUP AND BACKGROUND
We start by explaining our problem setup and defining
some standard terminology from computer vision relevant
for video monitoring applications. We then provide some
technical background on multi-task deep learning and embedding extraction needed to understand our system.

2.1

Visual Querying Tasks

A video X is logically a sequence of image frames Fi ,
i.e., X ≡ F1 F2 F3 . . . . This sequence can be unending for
streaming video. The application specifies a vocabulary V
of objects of interest it wants to identify in the images/video.
The objects can be at any granularity, ranging from highlevel generic categories (e.g., “person,” “car,” or “bird”) to
more fine-grained entity-level categories (e.g., “the person
Donald Trump,” “the car model Ford Mustang,” or “the
bird species California Quail”). Most prediction tasks in
computer vision, as well as a suite of recent video querying
systems, assume V is finite, perhaps even small. For example, NoScope [34] uses |V | = 2, viz., yes or no for a given
object type like buses. In our setting, |V | can potentially be
infinite–we call this an unbounded vocabulary.
We are now ready to define the types of visual querying
tasks of interest to us. We will then explain the implications
of an unbounded vocabulary.

Figure 3: Example Panorama use-case (2): unbounded vocabulary embeddings extraction for
faces. The embeddings are then clustered, yielding
somewhat coherent clusters.
(2) Unbounded vocabulary embeddings. Panorama can also
output object embeddings (vectors) for further analyses.
Figure 3 shows, say, a data scientist analyzing the representation of racial and gender groups in an Oscars video feed.
The user runs an off-the-shelf clustering algorithm on the
embeddings to get somewhat coherent clusters. Note that
Panorama did not have any of these faces in its vocabulary.
Our focus is on a new crucial system functionality for
video monitoring applications: the deployed model need not
be retrained when new classes (objects) arise. That is, users
can just name the new objects from the video feed and add
them to the known objects set–Panorama will automatically
start recognizing them in the future. So, the users do not
need any ML-related expertise or worry about retraining
too often. The main technical novelty of this work is a new
data system architecture that solves our real-world problem in a domain-agnostic, automated, and efficient manner. To achieve our goal, we draw techniques from diverse
fields–vision, ML, databases, and multimedia systems–and
synthesize and adapt them for our setting. We developed a
new general CNN architecture, weak supervision scheme and
auto-training scheme to enable such applications. We also
studied trade-off spaces between accuracy and throughput.
Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

Definition 2.1. Recognition: Given an image frame F ,
identify an object v ∈ V present in F (if at all). The recognition is called coarse-grained if V only has generic object
categories. It is called fine-grained if V contains entity-level
categories too. A frame can have any number of objects.
This task is also called multi-object classification in imagebased applications.
Definition 2.2. Localization: Given an image frame F ,
identify the “regions” of F (e.g., bounding boxes) where all
instances of objects from V are present (if at all).
Definition 2.3. Verification: Given two image frames
F1 and F2 , identify if the same “object” arises in both images; the object is assumed to be from V .
The above tasks are not entirely orthogonal to each other.
Real-world video frames often do not have only one object.
Thus, localization is needed before or during recognition.
The distinction between coarse- and fine-grained recognition
is also not universal but rather application-defined; a finegrained V typically distinguishes entities of the same type,
e.g., identify the person instead of just is it a person. Finegrained recognition often leads to unbounded V in real-world
video monitoring applications, the focus of this work. For
example, a recognition system may be trained on a finite set
of people, but it should be able to recognize other people too
during usage.
Recall that our goal is to enable unbounded vocabulary
querying, both verification and recognition, for video monitoring applications. We now make a key observation that
we exploit later in Section 3. If V is finite, verification can
be mapped to two recognition queries and comparing the labels. However, this is impossible for unbounded V . Instead,

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to
propose a unified information system architecture for
unbounded vocabulary queries over video using CNNs.
• We create a new multi-task CNN architecture, PanoramaNet, that supports unbounded vocabularies in a
unified and unsupervised manner based on embedding
extraction and content-based image retrieval (CBIR).
We present an automated and domain-agnostic training pipeline combining deep and weak supervision.
• We devise a novel self short-circuiting configuration
scheme for PanoramaNet to enable practical accuracyefficiency tradeoffs. We also create a query cache to
improve efficiency further at scale.
• We present an extensive empirical evaluation of the
accuracy, efficiency (throughput), and scalability of
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deep CNN we call PanoramaNet whose parameters are automatically specialized for a given application, video feed,
and a reference model; (2) An online phase to answer verification and recognition queries efficiently by short-circuiting
PanoramaNet, also called self-cascading, possibly combined
with nearest neighbor search; (3) A one-time offline process
of automatic training data creation, training, and configuration of short-circuiting.
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Figure 4: The embedding extracted from the query
image is nearest to the known embedding for Bob in
the metric space and farther from Charlie’s or Alice’s. This capability allows the model to distinguish
between these entities.

Queries and API. Panorama supports verification and
recognition queries (Section 2.1). It also supports variable
numbers of objects per frame, since it also performs localization implicitly. Table 1 lists the functions in our API,
and Listing 1 gives an end-to-end usage example. The main
querying routines are verify and recognize. The album is
a set of known object images to recognize the video stream,
e.g., known people or car models. Panorama allows this set
to grow without retraining–this supports an unbounded vocabulary, as was shown by the application in Figure 2. The
detect routine is a fall back for bounded vocabulary recognition. The embedding routine extracts object embeddings
from a frame; this was used for the application in Figure 3.
The other routines are used for the offline phase, which we
introduce next.

we reverse the mapping, since verification does not need to
identify the label: cast recognition as multiple verification
queries against known V .

2.2

Background: Multi-task Deep CNNs

Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) offer stateof-the-art accuracy for many computer vision tasks [40, 35]
and have won many benchmark competitions [17, 53, 43,
18]. CNNs offer two critical ML engineering benefits [35].
First, they automatically learn salient features from the image during training instead of requiring extensive manual
feature engineering [24]. This is done in the form of multiple layers of feature transformations involving operations
such as convolutions, pooling, and non-linearity. Second,
deep learning is highly flexible in terms of the structures of
the inputs and outputs. In particular, multi-task deep learning can predict multiple related targets simultaneously while
sharing most of the internal features for each task [50]. This
capability is especially attractive for our problem since most
of the processing for verification and recognition queries can
be shared inside a single deep CNN. Later in Section 4.1,
we explain how we leverage this capability in Panorama for
unified processing.

2.3

Table 1: Functions in Panorama API.
Methods
verify(frame a, frame b, target acc)
recognize(frame, album, target acc, cache)
detect(frame)
embedding(frame)
data gen(video)
fit(data)
qualify(data, delta, task)

Action
Verification
Unbounded-voc recognition
Bounded-voc object detection
Embedding extraction
Data creation on the video feed
DSN training on the data
Configure short-circuiting

Parameters
---------ref_model : the reference model required for model special ization and
cascaded query processing
m i n _ c l u s t e r _ s i z e : < optional > the minimum cluster size , as required by
HBSCAN algorithm , only needed if the ref_model is embedding extractor
data_path : the directory to the dataset for model spec ializati on
delta_i : < optional > the slack variable for the cascade intervals
task : the name of the task to qualify and
a_g : the target accuracy for query processing on verification tasks
album_path : the directory to the known objects set for recognition
cache : use the query cache or not for recognition

Background: Embeddings

In both vision and language understanding, an embedding
is an abstract representation of an entity in a metric space.
Essentially, given a set of entities S, one learns a mapping
f : S → Rd that maps each entity to a d-dimensional vector. Embeddings are especially popular in deep learning
since they enable almost all predictive processing computations to use only linear algebra operations. Embeddings
have interesting semantic properties that allow us to tell
apart entities. For example, FaceNet [56] can classify faces
in a known set by extracting embeddings for each, while
DeepFace [47] can extract such embeddings even without
specific labels. In particular, one can often use distance
measures in the high-dimensional space to distinguish between entities, as illustrated by Figure 4. This remarkable
capability of embeddings has recently enabled more accurate CBIR applications [63, 69, 31]. Later in Section 4.1,
we explain how we leverage this capability in Panorama to
tackle the unbounded vocabulary problem.

Examples
------->>> model = Panorama ( ref_model , m i n _ c l u s t e r _ s i z e )
# invoke data creation , model training and short - circuiting config
>>> model . data_gen ( video_feed )
>>> model . fit ( data_path )
>>> model . qualify ( data_path , delta , task =[" verification " , " recognition "])
# run a verification query
>>> ver_result = model . verify ( file :// frame_1324 , file :// frame_3325 , a_g =0.9)
# run a recognition query
>>> rec_result = model . recognize ( file :// frame_1324 , album , a_g =0.9 , cache = False )

Listing 1: Panorama API and example usage.
Offline Phase. The user provides a video/image feed, a
relevant reference model, and optional configuration parameters for Panorama. The reference model solves the bounded
vocabulary recognition task, e.g., identify a known set of
faces. Panorama’s goal is to mimic this model’s accuracy
on the known object set while generalizing beyond that set
with higher efficiency. Using the reference model, Panorama
automatically generates training data on the video feed (Section 4.3) and trains PanoramaNet (Section 4.2). If the reference model yields embeddings instead of labels, then a configuration parameter can ask Panorama to generate labels
instead. The training of PanoramaNet implicitly configures
its short-circuiting using a novel mechanism (Section 4.4).

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND API
Overview. Recall that we have three main desiderata: support for unbounded vocabulary, automated domain-agnostic
pipeline, and efficiency. To achieve all these, we design
Panorama in a top-down manner with three main components, as shown in Figure 5. (1) A centralized multi-task
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Figure 5: Overall system architecture of Panorama. Solid arrows represent invocations/interactions, while
dashed arrows represent the flow of data/results. PanoramaNet is built once offline and then deployed for
online video monitoring.
Online Phase. The user specifies the verify and/or recognize query as explained above for monitoring the video.
The user interface is application-specific and orthogonal to
this work. The interface shown in Figure 2 is only an example. They also specify an accuracy goal (relative to the reference model) to customize Panorama’s accuracy-efficiency
tradeoff. Panorama extracts embeddings from the given
frames and compares them for verification or recognition
as appropriate. For recognition, a nearest neighbor search
is performed during inference.

training process, short-circuiting is configured based on a
user-given accuracy goal and the model’s accuracy on a validation set.
PanoramaNet Neural Architecture. Our model performs localization and embedding extraction jointly in one
pass. Its base architecture is adapted from Yolov2-tiny [52]
with two major modifications for our problem. First, while
Yolov2 is a one-pass model for localization and recognition,
it does not support unbounded vocabulary. Thus, we augment it by “wiring in” an embedding extraction module.
Second, inside each grid cell that segregates the feature maps
of the CNN layers in Yolo, the bounding box regressors (for
localization) and recognizers work independently. So, even
if the bounding box is poor, the recognizer may still yield
correct labels. However, in our setting, this property is antithetical for embedding extraction, since the box-segmented
image must align well with the object for embedding extractors to work properly. To tackle this issue, we confine each
recognizer to its corresponding bounding box regressor via
3D convolutional layers.
Figure 7 shows the high-level architecture of PanoramaNet. Due to space constrains, Stem1 architecture is presented in our technical report [68]. Figure 8 expands Output
Blocki ; layer are annotated with their size, name, and the
number of filters, e.g., 3x3 Conv2D(1024) means a 3x3 2D
convolutional layer with 1024 filters. PanoramaNet stacks
many such Stem and Output Blocks. We collectively denote
each Stemi along with its Output Blocki as Blocki . We use
an embedding dimension of 128. We use Euclidean distance
(L2 norm) to compare embeddings.

4. COMPONENTS AND TECHNIQUES
Most existing video querying models perform localization
and recognition separately, and they do not support unbounded vocabulary. Adapting them to recognize new entities could require tedious manual retraining. In contrast,
Panorama builds a single multi-task deep CNN that is automatically customized to each application. It “short-circuits”
itself at query time to improve efficiency. Figure 6 illustrates Panorama’s working in more detail. Next, we dive
into each component: model architecture, training process,
short-circuiting configuration, and inference process.

4.1

Deeply Cascaded Multi-task Model

Goals. At the heart of Panorama is a centralized multi-task
deep CNN we call PanoramaNet. We have three goals for
the design of this model. (1) Supporting both verification
and recognition, as well as localization to identify multiple
objects in a frame. (2) Being Domain-agnostic and not too
tied to one application, e.g., faces or car models. (3) Being
able to gracefully tradeoff inference cost for accuracy.

Output Blocks. As Figure 8 shows, Output Blocks have
modules that are used only during the offline phase. In
particular, the embedding extractor is also trained during
the offline phase using in-vocabulary labels. During the online phase, the recognizer module is applicable only for invocabulary recognition, but the embedding extractor applies
to both in- and out-of-vocabulary recognition. Due to our
multi-task setup, all outputs have both bounding boxes and
embeddings (or labels). Outputs are then thresholded based
on the “objectness” of the bounding boxes (explained more
in Section 4.2) and then thresholded with non-maximal suppression. Throughout the paper, we set the former to be
0.1 for verification and 0.03 for recognition, and the latter
to be 0.5.

Basic Idea and Observations. To meet all three goals, we
design PanoramaNet as a multi-task deep CNN with a cascaded modular structure. It has multiple trainable “blocks”
of CNN layers, each with its own output block. The lowest layers of the CNNs act as a shared feature extractor for
all blocks. All output layers have the same semantics, but
they offer different accuracy-runtime tradeoffs. By shortcircuiting at an earlier block, the inference cost goes down.
Each output block has multiple intermediate targets for supervision during training, including bounding box regression, embedding extraction, and in-vocabulary recognition
loss. This multi-task setup is what allows Panorama to simultaneously recognize in-vocabulary objects and generalize
to out-of-vocabulary objects after deployment. During the
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Figure 6: Detailed workflow of Panorama’s internals for processing a recognition query. The deeply cascaded
PanoramaNet can be short-circuited and is combined with nearest neighbor search for enabling unbounded
vocabulary recognition in one pass. Also shown is a typical prior art solution; it takes a two-pass approach,
with separate modules for coarse-grained and fine-grained recognition. The prior art solution also does not
support unbounded vocabulary.
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4.1.1 Answering Verification Queries
We now explain how PanoramaNet answers verification
queries. The model outputs embeddings from each of the
two input frames/images. We then simply threshold on the
L2 distances of the embeddings as follows. Given two frames
fi and fj and their corresponding embedding sets {ei } and
{ej }, the verification answer is yes if the following holds
(otherwise, it is no):
min ||ei − ej || ≤ ,

Figure 9: CDFs of pairwise Euclidean distances between the embeddings yielded by Block2 of PanoramaNet.
We prefer such high-precision thresholds, since overall recall
can be enhanced through other means, e.g., have multiple
different images for known objects.

i,j

4.1.2 Answering Recognition Queries

In the above,
is a Panorama configuration threshold
to distinguish embeddings of different entities in the metric
space. This approach works because as explained in Section
2.3, well-trained embeddings offer us this geometric capability to roughly tell apart different entity classes. But how
to set ? We set based on a held-out validation set during the offline training process. This requires a balancing
act between precision and recall. To achieve this balance,
consider the CDFs of the pairwise distances for same-class
(e.g., same person) embeddings and different-class embeddings in Figure 9. On the Faces dataset (explained more
in Section 5), a threshold of = 0.8 reasonably separates
same-class pairs from different-class pairs with high precision. Similarly, on the Cars dataset,
= 1.1 is suitable.

As mentioned earlier, we map a recognition query to multiple verification queries. Given a query image’s embeddings
(e.g., from a video frame), we perform a nearest neighbor
search against the embeddings in the album. This is done
as bulk matrix arithmetic on the GPU, which turned out
to be much faster than indexing. Thresholding can be used
on top to ensure the retrieved neighbors are similar enough.
Since recognition involves multiple queries, it is more prone
to errors and harder to optimize. Thus, Panorama offers a
configuration option of using the recognizer component in
PanoramaNet for output labels directly for in-vocabulary
recognition; note this is not possible for out-of-vocabulary
recognition and only nearest neighbor search can be used.
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4.2

Training with Deep Supervision

each block and compare it against a pre-computed “cascade
interval” for that block. If the query’s score at a block falls
in its cascade interval, it means the model is not confident
about this intermediate output and so, subsequent blocks
need to be invoked. Otherwise, we short-circuit at the current output and return immediately. We first explain how
we use cascade intervals and then explain how we set them,
including how our approach ensures correctness.

Since PanoramaNet has multiple output layers, we need
to consider all of their loss functions during backpropagation. To this end, we use the “deep supervision” approach
introduced in [41]. It was originally devised to tackle the
vanishing gradients issue for accuracy and for better discriminative power of each layer. We repurpose it to enable
our accuracy-throughput tradeoff; to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time deep supervision is exploited this
way. The overall loss is as follows:
X
(1)
L=
k lk ,

Using Cascade Intervals. We pre-compute a cascade interval [Li , Hi ] for Blocki in the offline phase. In the online
phase, we are given a verification query with two frames/images f and g. Let di denote the distance between the pair
of embeddings output by Blocki for these frames; this is
our score for short-circuiting. We start processing both
frames from the first block until we hit a Blocki such that
di ∈ [Li , Hi ]. If no block satisfies this, we invoke the reference model, which acts as the “pseudo ground truth” in our
weakly supervised setup.
Let ag denote the user’s accuracy goal. Let the actual
accuracy of Blocki be ai on a given labeled set of examples
Dv = {((f, g), y)}, wherein y is the ground truth (yes or
no); denote |Dv | by N . So, Blocki has correctly answered
N ai queries. If ag > ai , it means Blocki has a deficit of
N (ag −ai ) queries to meet the accuracy goal. Thus, for short
circuiting to succeed at Blocki , the percentage of queries
that should have been answered correctly within the set of
N (a
a )
a
a
wrongly answered queries is N (1g aii) = 1g aii ≡ qi (say).

In the above, k is the weight for output layer k and lk
is that layer’s loss. Each lk is backpropagated only through
its parent layers. k controls the trade-off between more
opportunities of early-exit vs better over-all performance.
We set each k inversely proportional to the number of
FLOPS to compute that layer’s output. In particular, we
set ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) = (8, 2, 1). We conduct experiments in Section 5 to study the effect of these weights. Note that our
deeply cascaded architecture is generic; lk can be any form
of loss determined by the multi-task target goals. In particular, lk in PanoramaNet is the same loss as in Yolov2; due
to space constraints, we present the whole loss function in
our technical report [68].
Given Blockk , B is the number of anchor boxes, S is the
number of grids, (xi , yi , wi , hi ) are the location of the centroid, and the width and height of anchor boxes. Ci is the
“objectness” of the output, referred to earlier in Section 4.1.
coord and noobj are weights to balance the parts of the loss;
we use the default weights from [51]. Finally, pi (c) is the
classification “confidence” for class c. We adapt the code
from [5] to implement our loss function.

4.3

Setting Cascade Intervals. In the offline phase, we plot
the CDF of di for queries that did not get correctly answered
at Blocki using the labeled validation set Dv . We set [Li , Hi ]
to match the above percentage qi of these queries. A natural
choice is to select an interval around the median:
ag − ai
− i , Se )
2(1 − ai )
ag − ai
+ i , Se )
Hi = P (0.5 +
2(1 − ai )

Automated Training Data Creation

Li = P (0.5 −

PanoramaNet is domain-agnostic and meets our systemsoriented goals. But it still needs to be trained on a specific
application’s data. To this end, we create an automated
training process to customize PanoramaNet to a given dataset in the offline phase. We first run the user-given reference
model on a portion of the video (or subset of images) to create “weakly supervised” training data [71]. The reference
model must provide both bounding boxes and labels for the
corresponding bounded vocabulary task. We also support
models that produce embeddings instead of labels; in this
case, Panorama clusters the embeddings and assigns a label per cluster. We use HDBSCAN [12] for clustering; the
user can set its hyper-parameters during configuration or use
defaults. We also denoise the clustered data by removing
outliers. Overall, the reference model “teaches” Panorama,
which means the reference model caps its in-vocabulary accuracy. If one desires higher accuracy, or if a reference
model is not available for an application, the user has to
give PanoramaNet a whole labeled dataset; we used this
approach for the Cars dataset in Section 5.

4.4

(2)
(3)

In the above, P (x, S) denotes the x percentile of the set
S. Se is the set of di for all examples in Dv such that shortcircuiting at Blocki gives the wrong prediction (i.e., the output is the opposite of y). Under the assumption that the
validation set and deployment data come from the same or
similar distribution, the above values guarantee that the accuracy goal will be met, while short-circuiting as much as
possible. To account for statistical differences between the
deployment data and validation set, we also include a small
slack variable i .
Correctness Analysis. We now explain why our above
approach guarantees that the accuracy goal ag will be met.
Let the accuracy of Blocki be ai < ag . Queries that fall
into the interval [Li , Hi ] at Blocki all get sent to the next
block. Note that since we do not have ground truth in the
online phase, we do not know if Blocki answered any queries
correctly; we can only rely on ci for short-circuiting. But
note that exactly qi fraction of all wrongly answered queries
(and unknown numbers of correctly answered queries) are
sent by Blocki to a later block to be eventually answered
correctly, perhaps ultimately by the reference model itself.
Thus, the overall accuracy goes up from ai to at least ag
by performing more inference computations (invoking more
blocks) for queries that did not get short-circuited.

Configuration of Short-Circuiting

Goals and Basic Idea. A critical design decision in
PanoramaNet is its multi-block architecture, which enables
a graceful accuracy-throughput tradeoff by short-circuiting.
But when to short-circuit? Recall that the user sets an accuracy goal. We need to satisfy this goal reliably at query time.
Our basic idea is to compute a “score” for a given query at
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neighbor search. This search might potentially be skipped
by the query cache (Section 4.5). Once again, if shortcircuiting succeeds at some block, we stop and return the
nearest result’s label. As mentioned in section 4.4, the reference model is the fallback option in case none of the blocks
of PanoramaNet can answer the query with high confidence.

5. EXPERIMENTS
Figure 10: Examples of Panorama’s inference execution. a). The verification query is short-circuited at
block2 . The left and right models including PanoramaNet and the reference model share parameters,
respectively. b). The recognition query is shortcircuited at block3 . Embeddings from the known
objects were pre-extracted and stored.

4.5

We now evaluate Panorama with several real-world workloads and datasets for both verification and recognition
queries. In summary, our results show the following:
(1) For in-vocabulary verification, Panorama offers between
2x and 8x higher throughput (lower latency) than a strong
baseline, while offering competitive accuracy. For in-voc.
recognition; the speedups are up to 20x.

Query Cache

(2) Panorama generalizes well for out-of-vocabulary queries,
offering much higher accuracy than random guessing baselines, while still offering high throughput.

Intuition. Video with high frame rates lead to lots of
queries, e.g., 40Hz means 40 queries for 1s. However, videos
also have high temporal redundancy: most successive frames
are similar. Thus, downsampling can raise efficiency without hurting accuracy much (e.g., 1 frame from 1s). But we
can go further to exploit a key property of our target applications: objects typically do not appear and disappear
too fast. Some objects may even last minutes, e.g., faces in
news videos. This gives us to another systems insight: cache
recent query results to reduce computations for the same object. Such a query cache skips the costly nearest neighbor
search for successive recognition queries.

(3) Panorama configuration parameters enable a graceful
tradeoff between accuracy and throughput.
(4)As the known objects set size scales up for recognition,
Panorama’s query cache helps raise throughput up to 6x.
We first describe the datasets and workloads used. We
then present the end-to-end performance results followed by
a drill-down study of the contributions of Panorama’s techniques. Finally, we present the scalability test.

Mechanism. We create an approximate query cache with
the embeddings since they exist in a metric space with Euclidean distance as an indicator of similarity. Denote d(x, y)
as the distance between embeddings x and y. Let ea be
the embedding from a recent frame. Let e0 be the embedding of its nearest neighbor result from known. For a new
frame with embedding eb , we have one observation based
on the triangle inequality; Suppose d(ea , e0 ) ≤ , where is
the threshold for same-class embeddings (Section 4.1.1). If
d(eb , ea ) ≤ d(ea , e0 ), return the label of e0 as the result and
skip the search. This approach is an approximation because
a different embedding in the album may be nearer to eb than
ea (although with low probability). Thus, our cache creates
a runtime-accuracy tradeoff.
Corresponding to the observation, we cache the most recent several frames and evict in FIFO manner, the number
of which is the cache size. Given a frame, we check the cache
for hits and return the labels. We then take the misses and
do a normal k-nn search to get labels for them. Finally we
update the cache with all labels acquired in the above steps
for this frame. Overall, this query cache can reduce runtimes
significantly when the known objects set is massive.

4.6

5.1

Experimental Setup

Datasets. Table 2 lists our datasets. Faces[14] and
Birds[36] are videos recorded from online surveillance cameras at 30Hz frame rate. Faces is for recognizing people;
Birds, for recognizing bird species. All videos are decoded
and unpacked into frames. We sample 1 frame per second. Our baseline models also operates on the downsampled
frames instead of the original video, which makes them already strong baselines for the throughput-accuracy tradeoff
we study. Cars is an image dataset for car model recognition [64].
Table 2: Datasets and reference models.
Dataset
Source
|Voc.| #Frames
Ref. model
Faces
CBSN[14]
60
5.4m
MTCNN[67]+FaceNet[56]
Birds Bird Cam[36]
6
5.4m
Yolo[52]+Inceptionv3[16]
Cars
CompCars[64] 431
45k
Yolo[52]+GoogLeNetCars[65]

Reference Models. Each reference model has two submodels, as Table 2 shows. The reference model for Faces
produces embeddings; thus, we create pseudo-labels after
un-supervised clustering. Overall, the reference models
operate on a bounded vocabulary. For Faces and Birds,
Panorama is weakly supervised by the respective reference
model (Section 4.3), but for Cars, we used the CompCars [64] dataset to show that Panorama can work on
strongly supervised image data as well, not just weeksupervised videos.

Online Phase Inference Process

Figure 10 depicts how queries are processed in the online phase. For verification, both frames are passed to
PanoramaNet for embedding extraction one block at a time.
Pairwise distances between the embeddings are checked for
short-circuiting. If short-circuiting succeeds, we threshold
the distance against for the final answer (yes or no). For
recognition queries, Panorama extracts embeddings from
given frames and compares against the embeddings (for the
corresponding block) in the known object set via a nearest

Data Split Methodology. Figure 11 shows how we split
the datasets. We first split all examples into train, val
and test. At the same time, we split the vocabulary into
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entire
dataset
train
in-voc
train
Train

val
known

Deploying phase Determine [Li, Hi]

For recognition accuracy, we only evaluate it on frames on
which the reference model gave output labels. On a frame
containing l classes {Y0 , Y1 , ..., Yi , ..., Yl }, we ask the model
to give at most m labels {z0 , z1 , ..., zj ..., zm }. This gives us a
standard metric called “top-m” accuracy; we set m = 5 for
our experiments. Recognition accuracy at the frame level is
now defined as follows.
1X
kr = 1 −
min 1zi =Yj ,
(4)
l j i

test
in-voc
test
Test

out-voc
test
Test

Model

Figure 11: Schematic diagram about dataset split.

The overall recognition accuracy is then defined as follows,
wherein Q is the set of all recognition queries:
1 X
Kr =
kr ,
(5)
|Q|

in-voc and out-voc. Then, test is further split into invoc test, with test examples that have in-voc labels, and
out-voc test, the rest of test. Only the in-voc train of
train is used in the CNN training. val serves for the validation during training and short-circuiting configuration.
Then at deploying time, we poll 5 best frames per class,
based on Panorama’s confidence score of object detection,
from train and val to form known for subsequent recognition queries. Then known becomes the new vocabulary.
For videos, we chunk the videos, instead of random order,
into 60:20:20 ratio for the train-val-test split. The vocabulary is also chunked into 80:20 for in-out-voc split, sorted in
descending order by the cardinality of each class. But for
Cars, we reuse the pre-existing 70:30 train-test split in its
original labeled dataset; however, its vocabulary is also split
80:20. The val split is 10% of train. Overall, PanoramaNet
is trained only with in-voc train, which allows us to simulate the unbounded vocabulary scenario. At deployment
time, we use known as the album for recognition queries.

Software and Hardware. Panorama is implemented entirely in Python. All CNNs and the nearest neighbor search
are implemented using TensorFlow 1.4 and Keras 2.1.4 and
use GPU acceleration with CUDA 7.0. We used OpenCV
2.0 with FFmpeg backend and PIL 1.1.7 for image preprocessing. All experiments were run on a machine with an
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU, 8 Intel Xeon E5-2630
v4 cores, and 32 GB RAM.

5.2

End-to-end Accuracy and Throughput

We start with the end-to-end performance results, both
accuracy, and throughput. Since Panorama is a first-of-itskind system, prior video querying systems are not quantitatively comparable (more details in Section 6). Thus, we compare Panorama against the reference model, which works
only for in-vocabulary queries. On in-voc test, we report
Panorama’s test results relative to the reference model. We
then report Panorama’s absolute test results on out-voc
test to show how well it generalizes beyond its supervision vocabulary. We disable the query cache in Panorama
for all the experiments in this subsection to let us focus on
its main accuracy-throughput tradeoffs. Last we include
a strongly supervised video clips dataset Youtube on faces
to measure Panorama’s capability of generalization. The
dataset has a vocabulary size of 1595 and over 620k frames
in total. We use this dataset to see if Panorama can even
generalize beyond its supervision to distinct videos. We test
PanoramaNet trained with Faces on this dataset. We do
not split Youtube as it is only used for tests. We poll known
and simply treat the rest as out-voc test.

Training Panorama. We train PanoramaNet with Adam
optimizer. Adam is configured with an initial learning rate
of 0.5 × 10 4 , 1 = 0.9, 2 = 0.999, and ✏ = 10 8 . We use
a batch size of 64 for Faces and Birds and 8 for Cars. The
training is terminated if for 10 consecutive epochs the validation loss does not improve. Training for face terminates
after 48 epochs taking 2 day 15 hours. Training for bird
terminates after 109 epochs taking 1 day 3 hours. Training
for car terminates after 208 epochs taking 8 days 6 hours.
Accuracy Methodology. As explained in Section 4.3, we
use the denoised outputs of the reference model as labeled
data for Panorama. Thus, all in-voc test accuracy is reported relative to the reference model. This methodology is
fair because our focus is not on improving absolute accuracy
but rather systems issues of functionality and efficiency.

5.2.1 Verification Queries
Query Set. We randomly sample pairs of frames from invoc test (resp. out-voc test) for the in-vocabulary (resp.
out-of-vocabulary) verification tests. For all tests, we produce 104 pairs each with a 50:50 split for yes and no. Since
out-voc test in Birds is relatively small, we produce only
500 pairs on this but still with a 50:50 yes-no split. We
compare two settings for Panorama’s accuracy goal configuration parameter: ag = 0.9 and ag = 0.99. All slack parameters ( i ) are set to 0. Recall that a reference model
answers in-voc verification via recognition of the objects
in both images and comparing their labels, but it does not
support out-voc verification.

Evaluation Metrics.
We have three main metrics:
throughput, verification accuracy, and recognition accuracy.
Throughput is the number of queries answered per second;
it is based on the wall-clock time taken for all queries put
together. Since we have no batch processing or task parallelism, the higher the throughput, the lower the query latency. We omit all frame preprocessing time (e.g., decoding
or resizing) for all compared approaches because they were
minor.
Verification accuracy is defined based on standard practice [29] as the ratio of the number of queries that were
correctly answered to the total number of queries. Given a
verification query with a pair of frames/images (f, g), denote the sets of classes appearing in f and g by Of and Og ,
respectively. The query with (f, g) returns yes if and only if
|Of ∩ Og | ≥ 1; otherwise, the query returns no.

In-Vocabulary Results. Figure 12 shows the accuracy
and throughput results. We see that Panorama achieves
substantially higher throughput while yielding competitive
accuracy on Faces and Cars. For instance, on Faces,
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Figure 12: End-to-end in-voc verification results. (a) Verification accuracy. (b) Relative throughput. Baseline
represents the corresponding reference model, the absolute values for three baselines are 7.3, 18.0 and 2.7,
respectively; Panorama’s results are normalized with respect to them. (c) Fractions of queries short-circuited
at each block. “Sent to RM” means those queries were handled by the reference model.
Table 3: out-voc verification results. ⇤ P: Panorama.
†
RG: random guessing.
Faces
Youtube Birds
Cars
Thrpt. (frames/s)
P⇤ accuracy
RG† accuracy

130
81.6%
50.0%

120
79.6%
50.0%

96
50.0%
50.0%

Table 4: out-voc recognition results. ⇤ P: Panorama.
RG: random guessing. ‡ : Top-1 accuracy.
Faces
Youtube
Birds
Cars

†

101
69.7%
50.0%

Thrpt. (frames/s)
P⇤ Accuracy
RG† accuracy

107
74.5%
38.5%

105
46.4%
0.3%

97
73.9%‡
50%‡

63
49.6%
5.7%

(ag , i ) = (0.9, 0); Cas 2 uses (ag , i ) = (0.99, 0). Finally, for
Cars, Cas 1 uses (ag , 1 , 2 , 3 ) = (0.9, ∞, 0, 0); Cas 2 uses
(ag , 1 , 2 , 3 ) = (0.99, ∞, 0, 0). Note that setting j = ∞
means short-circuiting is not allowed at Blockj .

Panorama with ag = 0.99 has 96% accuracy but is 2x faster;
with a 14% drop in accuracy, the other setting is 8x faster.
Interestingly, on Cars, we found that Panorama’s accuracy
was slightly higher than the reference model (skipped in the
figure, which is capped at 1); recall that we had trained both
approaches from scratch on the original labeled dataset in
this case. Panorama is also up to 8x faster on Cars. On
Birds, ag = 0.9 is 5x faster while giving 92% of accuracy.
Figure 12(c) explains the above results. Panorama’s
short-circuit processing worked well, with many queries
stopping at earlier blocks.
In fact, with ag = 0.99, on
Faces, over half of queries were short-circuited at block 1
and 2. But on Birds, more queries were sent to the reference model, yielding a lower average speedup. Cars is in
between these two extremes. These results validate two of
our key design decisions: make PanoramaNet a multi-block
architecture that can short-circuit itself and automatically
customize it for a dataset to pick an appropriate point in
the accuracy-throughput tradeoff.

In-Vocabulary Results. Figure 13 shows the results. On
Faces, Cas 1 is 17x faster, while offering almost 80% relative
accuracy, Cas 2 is 2x faster while yielding 92% accuracy. On
Cars, both settings match (or slightly surpass) the reference
model’s accuracy, while being up to 20x faster. Compared to
Faces, Birds offers a slightly more modest speedups but with
higher accuracy. Figure 13(c) explains these results in terms
of the short-circuiting results. We see similar behaviors as
in the in-voc verification tests.
Out-of-Vocabulary Results.
Once again, since the
reference models are not applicable here, we compare
Panorama to a random guessing baseline. We use ag = 0.9
and no slacks for all tests. Recognition is effectively multiclass, not binary. So, the accuracy of random guessing depends on the sizes of the vocabularies in known; these sizes
are 14, 2, 87, 1595 for Faces, Birds, Cars, Youtube, respectively. We report top-1 accuracy for Birds (since the vocabulary size is only 2) and top-5 accuracy for the rest. Table 4 presents the absolute results. Once again, we see that
Panorama successfully generalizes beyond its supervision vocabulary to support out-of-vocabulary recognition queries
too. On Cars, the lift is a substantial 44%. It generalizes well to Youtube, offering 46% lift on accuracy with high
throughput.

Out-of-Vocabulary Results. In reality the reference
models do not work on out-voc queries. So, we compare
Panorama against a random guessing baseline, which is 50%
for this binary task. We use ag = 0.9 and no i for all
tests. Table 3 presents the absolute results. Panorama successfully generalizes beyond its supervision vocabulary to
support out-of-vocabulary verification. On Faces, the lift
is a substantial 33%. Birds turns out to be more challenging, while Cars falls in between. Panorama’s throughput is
also well above real-time in all cases. It generalizes well to
Youtube, which contains distinct videos (e.g. different resolutions, illumination, angles and distances to camera) from
Faces.

5.3

Drill-down Analysis

Factor Analysis. We now drill into Panorama’s behavior to show the effects of its various components on the
throughput-accuracy tradeoff. We expand in-voc recognition tests on Faces for this purpose. We use Cas 2 described
above for the cascade related configs. Figure 14 presents the
results of each component’s effect. We start by disabling
short-circuiting and taking only the output of last block of
PanoramaNet. This provides over 60 FPS but limits the
accuracy to 72%. If we enable the rest blocks and cascaded
processing, throughput boosts to over 80 FPS. This demon-

5.2.2 Recognition Queries
Query Set. We compare two settings for Panorama: Cas
1 and Cas 2; Cas 2 represents a stricter accuracy goal than
Cas 1, but we vary the configuration parameters across each
dataset because they exhibited different properties on the
verification tests. For Faces, Cas 1 uses (ag , i ) = (0.95, 0);
Cas 2 uses (ag , i ) = (0.99, 0.1). For Birds, Cas 1 uses
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Figure 13: End-to-end in-voc recognition results. (a) Recognition accuracy. (b) Relative throughput.
Baseline represents the corresponding reference model, the absolute values are identical to Figure 12;
Panorama’s results are normalized with respect to them. (c) Fractions of queries short-circuited at each
block. “Sent to RM” means being handled by the reference model.

Table 6: Impact of query cache on recognition acc.
Cache size
Relative accuracy Cache hit rate
0(No cache )
1
10
100

80%
80%
80%
80%

0%
43%
80%
89%

Figure 14: Factor analysis. Accuracy is normalized
against the reference model.
Table 7: Results of the scalability test. W/O means
Panorama without cache, Cache X means Panorama
with cache size X. All values in the right four
columns are throughputs reported in frames/sec.

Table 5: Impact of k on block-wise verification acc.
Acc. Block1 Acc. Block2 Acc. Block3
k
1:1:1
8:2:1
100:10:1

79.9%
83.2%
61.4%

87.8%
84.3
58.4%

89.1%
87.2%
65.5%

strates the effeteness of our cascade. Next if we concatenate
the reference model into the cascade, the accuracy further
improves to 84% with the speedups drop to 30 FPS. The
last element needed are the slacks to yield 92% accuracy,
with a 2x speed-up compared to baseline still.

Baseline

W/O cache

Cache 1

Cache 100

105
5 × 105
106

7.2
6.1
4.6

24.0
9.0
5.1

33.0
11.4
6.7

45.9
20.7
14.7

cache does not influence accuracy much. Although the video
is after downsampling, the cache hit rate can still be as
high as 89%. This demonstrates the temporal redundancy
characteristics of video.

Impact of k . We now investigate the impact brought by
different settings of k . We vary these weights and train
three different models and report the raw verification performance of each block of the models on our Faces val split.
Table 5 summarizes the results. Compared to no weights
(1:1:1), setting a higher weights on the first block (8:2:1)
does improve the individual performance of block1, however,
the subsequent blocks loses some accuracy. These weights
provide a trade-off between early and later block discrimination power. On the other hand, too large weights (100:10:1)
interferes with the training process and fails to converge.

5.4

|known|

Scalability test. To simulate the case where the known
set is at scale, we enlarge the existing known set with duplicates. For this experiment, we run Panorama in three
modes: without the query cache, with size-1 cache and size100 cache. We compare the results to the Faces reference
model, which also yields embeddings and uses k-nn for recognition. Table 7 shows the results for throughput when known
is at scale. In this scenario the k-nn search becomes a bigger bottleneck compared to CNN inference. Without the
cache, the throughput of Panorama will eventually join baseline as the known object set expands. However, Panorama
with size-100 cache still offers 3x∼6x speedups depending
on |known|. Cache-100 also outperforms Cache-1, as the former has much higher cache hit rate and skips more searches.
This validates the benefits of the query cache for large-scale
recognition queries.

Query Cache and Scalability Test

We now stress test Panorama’s throughput by raising the
size of the known objects for recognition queries. Some realworld video monitoring applications could indeed have to
deal with millions of objects, e.g., identifying faces in mall
security surveillance, and the database for faces can be excessively large. We pick the same setting on the in-voc recognition test of Faces and use cascade setting 1.

5.5

Limitations and Discussion

Panorama generalizes beyond a given finite vocabulary to
unseen objects of the same type in a given domain. This is
a form of subclassing, i.e., Panorama does not generalize to
new types of objects or new domains. We now offer some
insights on when Panorama may or may not be applicable.
It applies to fine-grained visual tasks, and the granularity
is determined by the supervision provided. The viability

Impact of query cache on accuracy. We now enable the
cache and investigate the impact brought by the query cache
with varying cache size. Table 6 summarizes the results.
As the size of the cache goes up, the cache hit rate rises,
while the accuracy remains relatively constant, meaning this
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of a task depends on the availability of large-scale datasets
and/or high-quality reference models and the degree of difficulty of the task itself. Faces are most viable because of
their relatively well-understood properties: mostly 2-D and
simple geometric layout. There are also many large datasets
for faces. For cars, the datasets are decent; so, the accuracy
is good. As for other domains, as long as there exists largeenough fine-grained datasets and/or good reference models,
we believe Panorama is applicable.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work to exploit this connection between multimedia DB techniques and
video monitoring.
Video Querying Systems. Video monitoring systems
have seen a resurgence of interest in the DB and systems literature. NoScope [34] creates a model cascade with simple
filters and a specialized cheaper CNN to improve querying
efficiency compared to a larger reference CNN. Focus [27]
splits video monitoring into ingesting and query stages to
enable more accuracy-efficiency tradeoffs, including indexing objects offline and using them to speed up queries.
BlazeIt [33] proposes an SQL-like language for selection
and aggregation queries over frames and uses approximation techniques to improve efficiency. All these systems support only binary or finite multi-class vocabularies, which
make them complementary to Panorama. Nevertheless, our
work on Panorama was inspired by these systems, and we
fundamentally expand video monitoring functionality to unbounded vocabularies while ensuring system efficiency.
Among video analytics systems, CaTDet [45] reduces inference costs by computing regions of interests based on
historic detections. FilterForward [13] uses constrained
edge nodes better. VideoStorm [66] and Optasia [44]
are large-scale video analytics systems that aim to reduce
latency. RAM3 3S[7], KDEDisStrOut[70], and other research[59] aim at real-time video analytics from massive
multimedia streams.
All these systems are orthogonal
to Panorama, since they focus on better resource management and parallelism for analytics queries, not enabling unbounded vocabularies for monitoring queries. We believe
Panorama can be integrated with such systems in the future.

6. RELATED WORK
Vision and Label-efficient ML. We already explained
how Panorama relates to prior works in vision, including
task definitions (Section 2.1), CNN-based vision (Section
2.2), how PanoramaNet is based on lessons of recent CNNs
(Section 4.1), deep supervision (Section 4.2), and which
CNNs act as reference models (Section 5). Thus, we now
only discuss a key aspect of Panorama’s goal that is related to several lines of work in ML. Deep CNNs typically
need large labeled datasets, but many applications may not
have so much labeled data. To meet this challenge, the
ML community has long worked on label-efficient learning
schemes, including zero-shot [39, 38, 4, 22, 46], one-shot [37,
19, 20, 6, 21, 39], and open-set [54, 55, 23, 8] learning. Zeroshot learning asks models to recognize new unseen classes
by transferring semantic knowledge learned from training
classes, often via auxiliary metadata for retraining. Oneshot learning relaxes this assumption by asking for one or
a few labeled examples per new class. Open-set learning
also aims to remove the closed-world vocabulary assumption, but it does so by retraining models to recognize both
old and new classes. Such alternative learning schemes are
sometimes collectively called life-long learning [15, 48, 60].
All these previous efforts in ML inspire our formulation
of the unbounded vocabulary problem, but our goal is not
proposing new learning schemes, vision tasks, or more accurate CNNs. Our focus in Panorama has a crucial system
functionality difference aimed at benefiting users of video
monitoring applications.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The success of deep CNNs presents new opportunities for
querying video data. However, most off-the-shelf models
and video querying systems assume the prediction vocabulary is bounded, impeding many emerging video monitoring
applications. In response, we present a new data system architecture, Panorama, for unbounded vocabulary querying
of video. Panorama saves users the hassle of retraining models post deployment as the vocabulary grows. It is based on
a multi-task and unified architecture, and its deployment
is end-to-end automated and domain-agnostic. Relative to
bespoke domain-specific models, Panorama’s unified system
offers competitive accuracy but with higher throughput. As
for future work, we plan to support more kinds of video
analytics tasks beyond verification and recognition.

Cascaded Classification. Cascaded models have long
been used in multimedia systems to improve accuracy and
efficiency. Introduced in the Viola-Jones object detection
framework [61], recent works have extended this idea to deep
CNNs [10, 25, 42, 58, 62, 11, 28]. These works inspired
our design decision of making PanoramaNet cascaded, but
our approach extends this idea along two lines: we fuse it
with multi-task learning for unified processing instead of disparate bespoke models and we use deeply supervised training (originally designed to improve accuracy [41]) to make
this fusion possible. Our short-circuiting configuration also
supports a more tunable accuracy-throughput tradeoff.
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